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Abstract. Horizontal partitioning (HP) technique is a logical database

design technique rst developed for distributed relational (record structured) databases. Though the main objective of HP is to reduce irrelevant data access, there has been very little work done in quantifying this
by means of a cost model, and developing algorithms which derive the
horizontal partitioning schemes. In this paper, we develop a cost model
for query processing in object oriented databases (OODBs) for both unpartitioned and horizontally partitioned object oriented databases. The
problem of coming up optimal HP scheme is NP-complete. Therefore,
we present and evaluate two algorithms for coming up with optimal
(based on exhaustive search) and/or near optimal (based on heuristics)
HP schemes.

1 Introduction
OODB technology has matured enough to support modern applications such as
CAM/CAD, software engineering and multimedia databases. HP is often used
as a means to achieve better performance out of database systems by reducing
irrelevant disk accesses for executing a set of queries [6]. A partial list of benets of horizontal class partitioning include: 1) di erent queries access only the
needed fragments of a class, so HP will reduce the amount of irrelevant data
accessed by queries, 2) HP reduces the amount of data transfered when processing queries across multiple sites distributed [4], 3) the decomposition of a class
into horizontal class fragments (HCFs), each being treated as a unit, permits
queries to be executed concurrently, and 4) HP can be treated as an objectoriented database schema design technique, which takes a class and generates a
class hierarchy of HCFs so as to increase the eciency of query execution, while
providing additional semantics for the OODB scheme.
There has been little work done on the HP in OODBSs [2, 4], in comparison
to the relational model [3, 8, 7]. Ezeife et al. [4] presented a comprehensive set
of algorithms for horizontally partitioning four class models: classes with simple
attributes and methods, classes with complex attributes and simple methods,
classes with simple attributes and complex methods, and classes with complex
?
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attributes and methods. They applied the concepts developed for relational models in [3, 8]. In [2] we presented primary and derived HP algorithms for generating
HCFs of a given class. The primary algorithm is an adaptation of the horizontal
partitioning algorithm proposed in the relational model [7]. The approach used
is based on anity between predicates, and we formalized \derived HP" concept
and developed a scheme for generating derived HCFs. The work addressed in
[2, 4] ignored the physical cost corresponding to the savings in the amount of
irrelevant data accessed.
In this paper, we address the problem of HP, we show its utility for OODBs
and nally, we present an algorithm for generating HCFs based on the cost model
for executing a set queries. A major feature of this algorithm is that it minimizes
the I/O disk accesses, and to the best of our knowledge, it is the rst algorithm
which uses the cost model for generating HCFs. The main contributions of this
paper are:
1. Development of a mathematical formula to calculate the number of HP schemes
for a given set of minterm predicates.
2. Development of a cost model for executing a set of queries on both horizontally partitioned classes and unpartitioned classes.
3. Development of two algorithms to achieve the horizontal class partitioning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows : section 2 presents the cost
model for unpartitioned classes and horizontally partitioned classes, section 3
presents two horizontal class partitioning algorithms an their evaluation, and
section 4 presents a conclusion.

1.1 Basic Concepts
De nition 1. A simple predicate is a predicate de ned on a simple attribute
or a method and it is de ned as [3]: attribute/method operator value, where
operator is a comparison operator (=; <; ; >; ; =
6 ). The value is chosen from

the domain of the attribute or the value returned by the method.
Let  = fp1 ; p2 ; :::; pN g be the set of all simple predicates de ned on a class
C . The set of minterm predicates M = fm1 ; m2 ; :::; mz g is de ned as [3] :
M = fmi =mi = ^pk 2 pk g, where pk = pk or pk = :pk .
De nition 2. A path P represents a branch in a class composition hierarchy
and it is speci ed by: C1 :A1 :A2 ::::An (n  1) where : C1 is a class in the database
schema, A1 is an attribute of class C1 , and Ai is an attribute of class Ci such
that Ci+1 is the domain of the attribute Ai (1 < i  n ? 1). For the last class
in the path Cn , you can either access an attribute An , or a method mn that
returns a value, or a set of OIDs. The length of the path P is de ned by the
number of attributes, n, in P . We call the rst class C1 the starting class and
the last attribute (or method) An the ending attribute or method of the path. A
predicate which is de ned on path expression is called component predicate [2].

2 Cost Model for Horizontal Class Partitioning

Assume a database of object instances are stored on secondary memory which
is divided into pages of xed size. In this section, we present two analytical cost

models of executing a set of k queries fq1 ; q2 ; :::; qk g, where every query may contain a simple or component predicates. The rst cost model is for executing these
queries on unpartitioned classes (i.e., all classes in class composition hierarchy
are unpartitioned), and second cost model is for executing the same queries on
horizontally partitioned class(es) (i.e, we assume that there are some class(es)
which are horizontally partitioned). The objective of our cost models is to calculate the cost of executing these queries, each of which accesses a set of objects.
The cost of a query is directly proportional to the number of pages it accesses.
The costs are calculated in terms of disk page accesses. The cost of executing a query is given by: Total Cost = IO Cost + CPU Cost + COM Cost,
where IO Cost is the input/output cost for reading and writing data between
main memory and disk, CPU Cost is the cost of executing CPU instructions,
(for example, for evaluating predicate), and COM Cost is the cost of network
communication among di erent nodes. In this paper, we concentrate on the
IO Cost and disregard the CPU Cost and COM Cost. This is because for very
large database applications with huge number of data accesses, the CPU Cost
contribution towards the Total Cost will not be signi cant, and the database we
consider is centralized, therefore the COM Cost is not taken into account.

Cost Model Parameters

We can classify the parameters for the cost model into three categories: database,
query and horizontal class fragments.
a- Database Parameters:
Cardinality of a class Ci (jjCi jj)(i.e., number of objects), total number of pages
occupied by the class Ci ( jCi j), object length or size (in bytes) in the class collection Ci (LCi ), and page size of the le system(in bytes)(PS ).
b- Query Parameters :
Starting class of a component predicate pl (Csh ), the number of object references for class Ci during the path evaluation process along the class composition
hierarchy(REFi ), number of predicates used by all queries(N ), selectivity of
query qh (SELh ), the fan-out for the class composition hierarchy from class Ci?1
to Ci (Fan (Ci ?1 ; Ci )), selectivity of predicate pl (sell ), and the length of output
result(Lproj ).
c- Horizontal class fragments Parameters :
Number of HCFs of class Ci (mi ), cardinality of a HCF Fj (jjFj jj)(i.e., number
of objects), total number of pages occupied by the HCF Fj (jFj j), the number of
object references for HCF Fj during the path evaluation process along the class
composition hierarchy(refj ), selectivity of HCF Fj (sel (Fj )).

2.1 Cost of Executing a Single Query on Unpartitioned Classes

In order to make easier the formulation of the I/O cost model for both unpartitioned and horizontally partitioned classes, we develop it for a query qh as
shown Fig. 1, we assume that qh contains one component predicate pl . In the
next subsection, we shall generalize this formulation for k queries. We assume
that the starting class of component predicate as Csh and ending class as Cnh .
The length of path from Csh to Cnh is nh .
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Fig. 1. Example of Unpartitioned Classes
Our cost model is based on [5]'s formulation. The cost for the query execution
can be broken up into 2 components: the cost of evaluating a predicate(CEP),
and the cost of building the output result(CBOR) which correspond to the number of pages to be loaded in order to evaluate a predicate, and the number of
pages to be loaded to build the result, respectively.
Estimation of the Number of Pages in a Class Collection

Sequential scan and index scan are the two major strategies used for scanning
a class collection. The objective of using an index is to attain faster instances
access, while the objective of using horizontal class partitioning is to reduce irrelevant instances access. These two objectives are orthogonal and complementary.
We concentrate on the sequential scan strategy; the use of index can also be
incorporated into our model naturally as needed. We assume that the objects
are smaller than the page size and do not to cross page boundaries. The total
C jj
number of pages occupied by a class collection C is given by: jC j = bjjLC
PS c
where d e and b c are the ceiling and oor functions,
respectively.
The same


jj
F
jj
formula can be used for a HCF F as follows: jF j = b LC
PS c

Estimation of the Number of Page Accesses for Predicate Evaluation

Let qh be a query having a component predicate pl with sell as its selectivity. We rst de ne the number of distinct references involved in the path [5]
REFi = (1 ? Probi )  jjCih jj, where Probi is the probability of an object of
collection Cih not involved in the path, we have:
Probi = (1 ? jjC1ih jj )(REFi?1 sell FAN (Cih?1 ;Cih)) , with REF1 = jjCsh jj.
In order to estimate the number of page accesses in class collection Cih (see Figure 2) during the evaluation of a predicate, we use the Yao function [9]: given
n records uniformly distributed into m blocks (1  m  n), each contains n=m
records. If k records (k  n) are randomly selected from nrecords, the expected
Q
i+1
number of page accesses is given by: Y ao(n; m; k) = m 1 ? ki=1 nn?d?i+1
where d = 1? m1 . We use the Yao's formula with n = jjChi jj, m = jChi j and k = REFi
as de ned above.

Cost Formulate for Query Execution

The total cost of executing the query qh having a component predicate pl de ned
on unpartitioned classes is given by the following
equation:
Pn
h
h
,
with:
CEP
=
Total Cost = CEP + CBOR
i=s Y ao(jjCi jj; jCi j; REFi ) and

h jjCsh jj
CBOR = SELb Lproj
PS c

Cost of Executing a Set of Queries on Unpartitioned Classes

We now, generalize the total cost for executing k queries fq1 ; q2 ; :::; qk g which is
given by the following equation:


l
h jj m
Pk
Pn
Pk
SEL
jj
C
h
h
h
s
Total Cost = h=1 i=s Y ao(jjCi jj; jCi j; REFi ) + h=1
PS c
b Lproj
We note that all these equations are for queries having one component predicate.
For a query having more than one predicate, we calculate the I/O cost for each
predicate based on above equations, and nally we sum up all these I/O costs.

2.2 Cost of Executing a Single Query on Partitioned Classes

Let Cih be a class in the class composition hierarchy which is horizontally partitioned into mi HCFs. Let us consider a query qh having a component predicate
invoking Cih as shown in Fig. 2. Before describing the cost on horizontally partitioned classes, we rst estimate the number of page accesses in HCF Fj during
the evaluation of a predicate. We can apply the same formula for unpartitioned
class due to the representation of HCF as a class. Then the number of page
accesses is given by: Yao(jjFj jj; jFj j; refj ) where: refj = (1 ? Probj )  jjFj jj where
Probj is the probability of an object of HCF Fj to be not involved in the path,
h h
we have: Probj = (1 ? jjF1j jj )(REFi?1 sell FAN (Fj ;Ci+1 ))
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Fig. 2. Example Horizontal Class Partitioning
The predicate evaluation cost (CEP ) is the sum of Yao's function over the classes
involved in the query, but we need to consider the e ect of HP of the class Cih
which is represented by the binary variable valid(pl; Fj ) that has the value 1 if
the predicate pl is valid in HCF Fj , 0 otherwise. That means we load only the
HCFs which
satisfy the predicates de ned byPthe query:
P
CEP = n(i=s;i6=h) Y ao(jjCih jj; jCih j; REFi )+ mi=1i valid(pl ; Fi )Y ao(jjFi jj; jFi j; refi ),
jjC hjj
and the cost of building the output result is: CBOR = SEL
PS cs
b Lproj
We generalize the above formulas for i (i > 1) classes which are horizontally
partitioned. We introduce a binary variable Hi which is of value 1, if the class
Ci is horizontally partitioned, 0 otherwise.
The predicate evaluation
cost will be de ned by the following equation:

Pn
P mi
CEP = i=s Hi  j=1 (valid(pl ; Fj )  Y ao(jjFj jj; jFj j; refj ) + (1 ? Hi ) 


Y ao(jjCih jj; jCih j; REFi ) , the CBOR is given by:

CBOR = (1 ? Hs )



SELjjCsh jj





Pms

SELjjFj jj



+Hs  j=1 (valid(pl ; Fj ) b Lproj
PS c
Based on the cost model for both unpartitioned and horizontally partitioned, we
can make the following comparison in order to show the utility of HP. In unpartitioned classes, all instances of these classes are loaded into main memory,
but in horizontally partitioned classes; the query needs to load only the HCFs
which contribute to the result, that it is done by the valid function. We note
that jFj j is always less than jCi j for horizontally partitioned classes, and then
Y ao(jjFj jj; jFj j; refj ) < Y ao(jjCih jj; jCih j; REFi ). In this case, the HP will
always improve the performance of evaluating the predicate, but if the selectivity
of the query is very high, which means all HCFs of the class Cih are relevant to
the query, there is an extra overhead which is due to cost of applying the union
operation to reconstruct the result of a query. This overhead may deteriorate the
performance of the HP.
PS c
b Lproj

3 Horizontal Class Partitioning Algorithms

3.1 Cost-Driven Horizontal Partitioning Algorithm
We de ne that the result of the HP process as a partitioning scheme which
represents a set of HCFs. We consider set of queries accessing Ch using N simple predicates fp1; p2 ; :::; pN g. We assume that these simple predicates are nonoverlapping, complete and minimal [8]. From these predicates, we generate the
set M = fm1; m2 ; :::; mz g of minterm predicates. We note that a minterm or a
combination of several minterms using disjunction connector (_) forms one HCF
denoted by ( ). From the 8 minterm predicates, we have several possibilities of HP
scheme of a given class. For example: [(m1 _m2 ); (m3 ); (m4 _m5 ); (m6 _m7 ); (m8 )]
forms a scheme with 5 HCFs. The number of all possible HP schemes for a given
z minterm predicates is given by the theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Let z be the number of minterm
predicates and Sz be the all
P
possible schemes. Then Sz is given by: Sz = zk=1 Szk , where: Szk represents all
schemes de ned for z minterm predicates having k HCFs, with Szk = k  Szk?1 +
Szk??11 .
Proof. See [1]. 2
We assume that the class Ch will be horizontally partitioned, and let Q =

fq ; q ; :::; qk g be set of queries accessing a class composition hierarchy including
the class Ch . From the set of simple predicates P = fp ; p ; :::; pN g de ned on
Ch , we generate all minterm predicates fm ; m ; :::; mz g, after that, we exhaus1
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1

2
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tively enumerate all possible schemes Sz (see Theorem 1). For each scheme, we
calculate the cost of executing all these queries. Finally, the scheme with minimal cost gives the best HP scheme of the class Ch .
We note that this algorithm needs an exhaustive enumeration strategy to generate all schemes. For small values of minterms, this procedure is not computationally expensive. However, for large values of number of minterms, the computation is a very expensive, for example, for 15 minterms, the number of schemes
is 1382958545.

3.2 Approximate Horizontal Class Partitioning Algorithm
We note that the cost driven algorithm has exponential time complexity to
generate all schemes and that the predicate anity algorithm(PAA) [2] is very
ecient algorithm (O(k  N 2 ), where N and k represent the number of queries
and their predicates, respectively), but in most cases it does not give the optimal HP scheme that minimizes the total number of disk accesses to execute
all queries. Therefore, we have developed an approximate algorithm which takes
the advantages of both algorithms PAA and CDA. It is based on hill-climbing
technique in order to nd a near optimal solution. Before the introduction of the
approximate algorithm, we consider some basic concepts.

Representation of Horizontal Class Fragments

We note that each attribute or method has a domain(dom), then when a class
is horizontally partitioned, the predicates de ne partitions of domain of each
attribute and method. The cross product of partitions of an attribute or method
by all the predicates determine a partitioning of the domains of all the attributes
or methods into sub domains.
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Table 1. Representation of Class Fragments Using Sub-Domains
Example We assume that class Project (given in reference [2]) has been horizontally partitioned into four HCFs as follows:
F given by clause cl : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost()  7000) ^ (Location =
\CA"), F given by clause cl : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location
=\CA"), F given by clause cl : (Duration 4) ^ (Cost()  7000) ^ (Location
= \LA"), F given by clause cl : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location
= \LA"). The domains of the attributes and return values of the method are:
dom(Duration) = ]0, 7], dom(Cost()) = ]0, 20000], dom(Location) = f\CA",
\LA"g. The partitioning of the attributes and methods de ned in HCFs are as
follows: dom(Duration) = d [d , where d = ]0, 4], d = ]4, 7], dom(Cost()) =
d [ d , where d = ]0, 7000], d = ]7000, 20000], dom(Location) = d [ d ,
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where d31 = \CA" and d32 = \LA". From sub-domains, we can represent all
HCFs by a table whose rows and columns represent the HCFs and sub domains
respectively, as shown in Table 1. The value (Fi ; djk ) equals 1 if the HCF Fi is
valid in sub-domain djk , otherwise, it is 0. For example, the value (F1 ; d21 ) is 1,
because the HCF F1 is de ned by cost()  7000. From Table 1, we de ne two
operations: shrink() and expand() as follows:
 Shrink(): If the HCFs Fi and Fj are de ned by two clauses which di er in
one predicate pk and if there are some queries with high frequencies which do
not access predicate pk , then we shrink these two HCFs into one HCF without

pk . For example, the HCFs F2 and F3 have the same two predicates, except

one predicate which is de ned on Location attribute, then we apply the shrink
operation, and we obtain: F23 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost > 7000).
 Expand(): If there is a HCF Fj of the HP scheme which is de ned by a clause
having f simple predicates, and if there is a query accessing the class using a
clause with g; (g > f ) simple predicates, then we expand the clause of Fj by
augmenting additional simple predicates de ned on the new attributes or methods. For example, we suppose that there is a query accessing class Project (given
in reference [2]) with the following clause: (Duration  4) ^ (Cost > 7000) ^
(Location = \CA"). Let Fj be a HCF de ned by the clause cl : (Duration  4)
^ (Cost() > 7000). In this case, Fj can be expanded into two HCFs Fj1 and Fj2
de ned by the clauses clj1 and clj2 which cover the location attribute (we note
that the location attribute has domain (\CA" and \LA")).
clj1 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location = \CA").
clj2 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location = \LA").
We conclude that the two operations(Expand and Shrink) de ned above are realized by processing Table 1, for details refer to the technical report [1].
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Yes Any Reduction in Cost?
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Apply Shrink Operation
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Any Reduction in Cost?
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Final Horizontal Partitioning scheme

Fig. 3. The Steps of the Approximative Algorithm
We note that a hill-climbing technique needs four parameters: 1) the initial state,
2) how generate the next step, 3) determine the best state, and 4) stop test. The
initial state is obtained by applying the anity algorithm [2]. This is a good
choice because the anity algorithm is based on the best heuristic HP algorithm. We note that the result of this algorithm is a set of HCFs and each is
HCF represented by one clause. In the next step a new scheme for HP is determined by applying the two operations (shrink and expand) described above.
The best state is obtained by using the cost-driven approach's cost formulas to
calculate the cost required for each of the new scheme to see if it is of lower cost
than the cost of the current scheme. The algorithm ends if there is no new scheme
with cost lower cost than the current scheme. The steps of this algorithm are
shown in Fig. 3. In approximate algorithm, we apply expand() operation rst,

and then shrink() (see Fig. 3), because the application of expand() operation
generates many HCFs, and a query accesses only those HCFs having relevant
data. The disadvantage of this operation is generation of many HCFs and then
an additional cost is occurred due to the union operation.
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Fig. 4. Plot of Number of Horizontal Class Fragments vs. Total Cost
3.3 Evaluation of the Algorithms

We shall now take an example to compare the three algorithms: cost-driven,
PAA, AA. We assume that the class Project will be horizontally partitioned,
and we suppose there are queries accessing this class such as, fv.PId; v= Project;
v.Duration  4 ^ v.Location = \CA"g (see the technical report [1] for details).
From these queries, we enumerate all simple predicates, namely, : p1 : Duration
 4, p2 : Cost()  7000, p3 : Cost() > 7000, p4 : Location = \CA", and p5 : Location = \LA".
First, we apply the Cost-driven algorithm which generates 8 minterms from the
above predicates. After that we generate 4140 HP schemes(see Theorem 1). For
each scheme, we calculate the query processing cost. The plot of the total cost
against number of HCFs is shown in Fig. 4. The best HP scheme is:
CD1 : (Duration  4) _ [(Duration > 4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location =\LA")],
CD2 : (Duration > 4) ^ (Cost()  7000) ^ (Location = \CA"), CD3 : (Duration
> 4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location = \CA"), CD4 : (Duration > 4) ^ (Cost()
 7000) ^ (Location = \LA") with cost 2190.
After that, we apply the predicate anity algorithm. Following HCFs are got:
PA1 with clause cl1 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost()  7000) ^ (Location = \CA"),
PA2 with clause cl2 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location =\CA"),
PA3 with clause cl3 : (Duration 4) ^ (Cost()  7000) ^ (Location = \LA"),
PA4 with clause cl4 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location = \LA"),
PA5 with clause cl5 : Duration > 4.
The scheme obtained is one among those showed in Fig. 4 with cost 2830.
Finally, we apply the approximate algorithm which uses expand and shrink operations to HCFs generated by PAA so as to further reduce the total cost. The
scheme obtained by AA has cost of 2520. We note that one shrink operation
has been applied to the HCFs obtained by PAA. The HCFs produced by the

approximate algorithm are:
AA1 with clause cl10 : (Duration  4) ^ (Location = \CA"), AA2 with clause
cl20 : (Duration 4) ^ (Cost()  7000) ^ (Location = \LA"), AA3 with clause
cl30 : (Duration  4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location = \LA"), AA4 with clause
cl40 : Duration > 4.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of horizontal class partitioning in object oriented databases. We developed the cost model for executing a query in
both unpartitioned and horizontally partitioned class. We have developed two
algorithms namely, a cost-driven algorithm that uses the cost model for query
execution to exhaustively search all schemes to nd the optimal HP scheme, and
an approximate algorithm(AA), wherein an initial solution got by PAA is re ned
by using a hill-climbing technique. The preliminary results indicate that the HP
is a good technique to optimize the query processing. Further, the approximative algorithm provides better quality solution in comparison with PAA, and
has lot less computational complexity in comparison with cost-driven algorithm.
Our future work is based on executing queries on both horizontally partitioned
classes and unpartitioned classes, allocating these HCFs to di erent sites in a
distributed environment.
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